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I have inserted photos of Autumn Colour between the articles. The
photos are by David Garner. I hope that they lift the spirits of you all

Jess 17 suffers with Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia (CPVT), a rare inherited heart rhythm disturbance. On
visiting her old school in March Jess had a cardiac arrest and
collapsed. By good fortune the teacher whom Jess was visiting
knew about her condition and was able, using chest compression
and a de brillator, to keep Jess alive until an ambulance arrived
Jess has been on medication since being diagnosed with the CPVT
and as a result of her cardiac arrest has had two operations to
prevent a recurrence of what happened in March. Keen to raise
awareness of her condition Jess was interviewed by the Mirror
Online and you can read the full interview and watch a video by
following the lin

.
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/teen-saved-former-teacherafter-2282097
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~ Jess's Story ~

Below are some selected excerpts from the interview
“When I had the cardiac arrest – I’d been to my old high school to
say hi to my teachers, and I ended up on my ex-head of year’s oor
I think I just said ‘hi’ and then collapsed. Luckily he understood my
condition. He knew how to deal with it as my dad had told him about
it while I was at the school. He gave me CPR – I can still feel where
he did the chest compressions. I had de brillation too.
“An air ambulance came out with a doctor on board and then I was
taken to hospital in a normal ambulance.”
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“I can’t even really remember the day or even the week before that
– it’s really bizarre – two weeks gone out of my brain

“We are not sure what triggered the cardiac arrest,” she said. “I’m
on tablets that are meant to stop that.
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Jess is hoping by sharing her story, she could help others
“I feel like a lot of heart conditions people immediately associate
with older people,” she said. "I wanted to share my story for others
who might have the rare condition.
The British Heart Foundation is committed to putting patients rst
and assuring the funding of research during these dif cult times to
help those like Jess with heart and circulatory disease. For more,
visit www.bhf.org.uk

”


 


“I’m glad I don’t remember it, that would have put me in more pain,
mentally. People tell me what happened that day – I went to the bus
stop and my parents saw me there I can imagine it happening, but I
don’t remember it. That week and a half of my life is just gone from
my head.”
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7.30a
I walk into work, school bag on my back and a canvas bag in each
hand- full of supplies for tomato and basil soup. Today is the day. I
stagger into the classroom and drop my bags then turn the light
switch on- the mornings are already getting darker
My heart sinks a little as I see the mess I have not tidied up from
last night when the staff meeting over ran. I abandoned my
classroom con dent that I would have time to sort it out in the
morning. This was foolish - there is never enough time in the
morning. I spend a moment thinking what it would be like to be one
of those teachers whose classrooms are always tidy and whose
books are always up to date. I then bring myself to my senses those teachers do not exist
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~ A Day in the life of :
A Primary School Teacher ~
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9.30a
It’s Black History Month and we are looking at the story of Dr Harold
Moody. After giving the children an overview of his life we sit down
in a big circle to re-enact the story. We begin our story successfully
using a blue blanket to create the sea that Harold Moody had to
travel across as he would not have been able to make his journey
on a plane. Josh suggests that he could have used a speed boat.
“Because they are faster.” I am not sure where to take this, I give a
non-committal “mmm” and we carry on with the story. We arrive at
the point in our story when Dr Harold Moody has quali ed as a
doctor and he goes to apply for his rst job. I continue with the
narration: “So he went to one of the hospitals and he asked ‘Can I
have a job?’” Toby, as Dr Harold Moody, dutifully repeats the
question to Josh who is in the role of hospital administrator. “Can I
have a job?” “Yes!” Josh cheerfully replies. I interrupt: “Except that
they didn’t give him a job because of how he looked - did they?”
“Oh - no then.” Josh replies, changing his answer. This is too much
for Toby. He drops the play doctor’s kit and peels off the dress up
doctor’s coat. “That is so mean.” He manages to say between sobs
as hot, fat tears begin to roll down his face. I open my arms and he
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8.15a
I am absorbed in my morning jobs: tweaking the lessons for the day,
printing off resources, organising the visual timetable for the class
(ostensibly it’s there for the class but in reality it is a very useful
prompt for me…) and so on when the headteacher walks in. I feel
sick in my stomach - last week I had two complaints from parents
about another child in the class - I could do without a third. Plus I do
not have time to deal with a last-minute crisis this morning. Not
today. It’s soup day. She begins “Lucy Fraser -“ I cut her off
immediately “Not one of mine!” I try to hide the beaming smile from
my face and the note of glee from my voice - but it is all too evident.
“She was Year One last year- she’s with Sarah now.” I experience
an overwhelming feeling of gratitude - I can get back to nishing my
tasks though I do spare a thought for Sarah who now has who
knows what to deal with this morning

10.00am
It is break time. At the moment because of Covid measures all
teachers have to cover their own class at break times in order not to
break the “bubbles”- out of all the words that have emerged or
taken on a new meaning in the pandemic this is the one that
irritates me the most. This means that me and Ed, my Teaching
Assistant tag team, having a break. I return from my recordbreaking speed trip to the toilet in order to relieve him before the
whistle goes. I go outside with my banana. “Better watch outbananas are like cigarettes in prison today - I’ve already had three
children come up to me asking for some of mine.” “What’s in the
snack box today?” I ask. “Radishes and carrots.” My look of
absolute disbelief says everything. “Don’t worry” Ed adds, “I took
the radishes out before anyone could choose them.” I say a prayer
of thanks that Ed has the forethought to act in these situations.
Otherwise the whole of the lesson after break would have been
spent with 21 ve year olds begging for water to quench the re in
their mouths after consuming what look like delicious berries
11.35a
I look at the clock. It’s assembly! We’re late. Again. I quickly ask the
children to stop what they are doing and form a line to walk to
assembly. I position ve children at the back of the line so that when
we go into assembly they can come and do guided reading with me.
We walk to assembly and the children take their places in the hall.
Assemblies at the moment are limited to two classes in the hall at a
time. What used to take twenty minutes in the morning is now
timetabled over three hours

.
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12.30p
It’s lunchtime! I’ve sat down to have lunch in the staffroom.
Excellent news - the microwave is back in business! There was an
edict from the town hall that microwaves were not to be used in
schools (no one really understood why apart from “Covid”) but we
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comes and sits down with me for a hug. “That was not very nice. I
am so sad” Toby complains to me. “I know, I know” I soothe “But I
promise it has a happy ending.”

1.15p
The children are brimming with excitement. After introducing the
different pieces of equipment we will be using and the ingredients
we are going to need we are ready to get started. As the children
start to awkwardly chop the onions I chastise myself for not putting
them in the fridge the night before. “My eyes are sore!” “Don’t rub
them - not with the hand you’ve been using to cut the onions with!” I
suppose it will make useful material for the evaluation we do next
week
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2.45p
Story time. One of my favourite times of the day. Everyone is sitting
on the carpet in their coats and with their bookbags. We have been
reading “Inside the Villains” by Clotilde Perrin. (I insist you buy it- it’s
wonderful). We turned to the page with the witch. I have a slight
twinge of conscience. Halloween is fast approaching and we have
speci cally been told not to celebrate it or actively explore it with the
children as we are a C of E school. I am already on thin ice having
been accused of making false idols in the summer term by a parent.
(Never have Worry Dolls been the source of so much worry.) But I
brush this off. We are talking about witches in the sense of fairytales
and besides the church has a longstanding history with witches so
in a way I am really just advancing the children’s understanding of
Christianity. This book is a lift the aps book with a difference. The
witch is hiding all sorts of nasty goodies underneath her cloak and
petticoats. “It’s the apple from Snow White!” “Look- it’s Hansel
trapped in a cage!” An excited mild hysteria lls the room as the
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have appealed it and warm dinners are an option again. Hurrah! It
is so peaceful as I sit and sip my chicken soup and eat my pitta
bread. Soup. Soup! It’s 12.40 and I need to get the soup ready! I
hurry back to the classroom (after making time to boil the kettle for
some tea of course) and set the equipment out for soup making. I
look at the table knives that the children will be using to cut the
onions and convince myself that they will be suitable for the task.
The alternative is an afternoon trip to A&E and having to explain to
parents why their children have come home with fewer ngers than
they started the day with

3.30pm
Time to cook the soup. I did not feel brave (or foolish) enough to
actually cook the soup with the children in school. I wheel in the hot
plate, plug it in and after some ddling with the different dials with
worn off instructions it begins to heat up. I smell burning plastic and
hastily scrape off the remnants of something or other from the
hotplate. I place the large saucepan on the hob. The soup draws a
lot of attention from teachers who are passing by at the end of the
day and stop for a chat. It actually does smell good. I hope it tastes
good for the children tomorrow too. The caretaker stops by and
comments on the soup favourably before commenting that he
hopes the smell doesn’t soak into the ceiling tiles… I get on with my
tasks and become absorbed in planning next week’s lessons and
writing a report to support a child’s Education and Health and Care
Plan. Suddenly I smell something… Oh no- the soup! It’s burned the
bottom of the pan. I hope this comes off. This is our pan from home
- teaching the only profession where you steal things from home to
bring to work
5.45pm
Time for home. Matt has parents evening tonight so I will see him at
home. As I go to turn the light off I look around the classroom - I’ve
not quite nished my jobs for the day - but I’m sure there will be
time in the morning
Names have been changed. In the spirit of Eric Morecambe this story
has included all the notes (true stories) although not necessarily in the
right order
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Rachel Eeckelaers
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children recognise the witch from the many stories we have looked
at together. We end story time by safely storing heavy objects on
top of the book in order to not let the characters escape. This is
from their time in reception when there was a certain book that if left
open characters could - and did - escape from - such as the lovely
Cinderella but also the gruesome troll. They have been taking
precautions ever since

~ Relational equality ~

fi

I am having another go at something I started to talk about a couple
of weeks ago in a service. I explained then that I was interviewed
recently by a doctoral student investigating relational equality, a
term that I have not really come across before. She observed some
of my tutor group seminars in the early weeks of the PGCE, trying
to understand how relational equality and inequality is produced or
embodied in the classroom. I could not easily de ne the notion of
relational equality, and she didn't either, but as she asked questions
and I talked, I felt something. I started by saying that I thought equal
relationships were ones where no one was acting out of fear. I saw
that there is a big difference between equality as we usually think
about it, a rather abstract idea about the value accorded to people,
and what what might be be understood as equality in and through
our relationships, whether in the family, or in the school, or in the
church. And I thought that although I might somehow measure how
close I come to the ideal of equality, a commitment to relational
equality was not something that could be measured, but instead
something that stands always in the moment. And that this seems

very liberating.
Thinking about equality and inequality in relationship leads us into
what might be necessary in particular relationships, in order to work
towards equality. That might require standing up to people,
constructing arguments, being clear, building connections with
others - like Jesus with the Pharisees in recent lectionary readings.
'For you do not regard people with partiality'. Indeed. But it also
means listening, really listening. Earlier in the year, we read about
Jesus really listening to a Canaanite woman, and changing his
mind. 'Even the dogs..'
I wanted to explore the idea that aiming towards equality as an
abstract ideal can actually get in the way of building relational
equality in relationships. You might say that the anti-PC brigade
have a point, though they want to draw a different conclusion,
perhaps: that equality doesn't matter. As a young teacher, equality
mattered a lot to me. I read Paulo Freire and wanted to base my
practice on his 'pedagogy of the oppressed' in Blackbird Leys,
which at that time was on the literal and symbolic edge of the highly
unequal city of Oxford. But my experience was quite limited, and I
didn't really know what I was doing. Re ecting now, I see that it was
in the moment, in the classroom or corridors or out mountain biking
with young people on Wednesday afternoons, that my interactions
built either towards an equal relationship or away towards an
unequal one. I talked in the service about one example of the latter,
where in my impatience to be there for everyone, I ended up
shouting back at a Black teenage girl. The practice of relationship is
where equality and inequality is actually done, and ideals can take
one out of the moment. I'm not wanting to say that discussing or
making a commitment to equality isn't important, but I think it can
get in the way.
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I think it links to another way of seeing the parables, in which
interactions are central. There is a churchy tendency to want to
draw an abstract meaning from particular stories and characters.
But we can also stay with the stories and characters, and with the
stories and characters of our own lives. Reading Bonhoeffer's

'Letters and Papers from Prison' in the summer, it was his persistent
efforts towards an equal relationship with his friends and family that
struck me, just as much as his feeling his way towards a theology
for a post-Christian time. And that effort is not a performance of
equality - it's about committing to living from moment to moment in
relationships, and discovering along the way what equality might
look like. That feels good
Andy Howe

~ Lessons from Lockdown ~
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It’s now more than 6 months since we last all gathered together in
the real world – and more to come. There’s a lot we have missed – I
would pick out how our conversations are Laodicean - neither trivial
nor deep – none of the trivial chat that keeps us in touch with how
each of us is feeling, nor do we have the time to explore anything
thoroughly together. But there has been a lot that is positive and
has moved us forward as a Church – things we need to hold on to
when we do return to physical meeting

Here are a few
• We have a story we tell ourselves about our indecisiveness. We
moved from one week talking about how we might do a Covidsafe communion in the Chapel, through lockdown being
announced, to setting up a way of meeting together via Zoom and
novel ways of worshipping in just those few days. So let’s drop
this myth (it always was a myth!)
• Freed from much of the burden of running things we have been
able to focus on being a Church – a worshipping and supportive
community
• Although sadly we have a couple of people who have not felt they
want to join in via Zoom, we have gained a wonderful group of
diaspora who make us feel that what we do does have value
• Our worship has developed in many interesting ways. Freed from
the constraints of our building and the standard set of worship
components, we have found other ways to express our faith. We
are learning to use music of different sorts and from different
places. The condensed form lets us say what we want to say
without feeling the need to ll it out. We are learning to appreciate
a more meditative style – although the constraints of the viewing
and listening devices and internet connections do restrict the
length of more contemplative contributions. We have learnt that
we can worship meaningfully without singing, even if some of us
(present writer excluded!) miss it
• The form and shape of our gatherings looks like something
designed for the numbers we have, not a cut-down version of
what we did 50 years ago with 10 times as many people

.
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• If we look at what we are doing, we are actually close to a form of
worship that does not demand as much by way of preparation or
expertise as the traditional hymn/prayer/sermon style. We are
close at times to having something that could be done

meaningfully without much preparation and which could be led by
a much wider group of people. We have had some very
meaningful and helpful spontaneous contributions
• I have particularly enjoyed the freedom we have created to simply
re ect honestly on the Biblical passages in front of us, without the
need to come up with a scholarly-approved right answer. Not that
I don’t appreciate expertise when we get it of course. We are
seeing much more what is actually there rather than the blinkered
interpretations we have been brought up with. We have the
freedom to argue with the Biblical writers
• We are much better at turning up on time
• Our Sunday mornings are much more focused on meeting and
worshipping. We have lost all the faff. We don’t have people
running around sorting things out, arranging things, doing
probably necessary, but distracting tasks
Yes I miss the meeting in 3D, but on the other hand it has been
great to be able to focus for a while simply on being a Church - a
small, supportive, worshipping community. The challenge is to keep
that focus if we start again trying to run buildings and organisations
and structures. We are a Church rst. We have learned a lot about
how to do meaningful and attractive worship in a small group – we
have had the shackles of our hymn/prayer/sermon sandwich
removed – our services no longer look like pale imitations of
something designed for 100 people, but something designed for the
number we have. If we can keep hold of what we are learning when
we return to physical meeting maybe we are even developing a
pattern that others will want to join
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Steve Robert

Whose Land is it
In Exodus 6 verse 11, we read the following with some grammatical
details included
“Go” (Bo, this Hebrew verb is in the Imperative form), “Speak”
(Davar, is also in the Imperative form with some added intensity) “to
Pharaoh king of Egypt that he send” (Shalak, verb to send,
Imperfect 3rd person masculine singular ie Pharaoh) “the children
of Israel from his land”. The implication is that God is not going to
deliver the Israelites, but Pharaoh is going to send them out

.
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Translators tend to say, “Tell Pharaoh to Let my people go”. But this
is not what it says. It says “Speak to Pharaoh that he send the
children of Israel from his land”. However, “Let my people go” might
work in English as a narrative construct, but the narrative says,
“send the children of Israel”. And after the death of all Egypt’s
rstborn, the Israelites are indeed “sent” on their way by a
somewhat crushed Pharaoh. So the difference between letting
people go and sending them off seems to be whether the action is
voluntary or not

.
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~ Snippets of Hebrew ~

Most versions do resist the temptation to translate the phrase “his
land”, as Egypt, but not all. It seems to be more important here to
say “his land”, than to say Egypt. The land of Egypt is described as
Pharaoh’s land, in juxtaposition to the land of Israel, which is God’s
land. The rst readers who were on their way to Israel or already
long in the land would certainly not miss that point
As for lots of practical details about how and why events unfolded,
we cannot ever know. It seems wrong to interpolate for the sake of
story. Because this is all about the juxtaposition of Pharaoh’s land,
and God’s land, which God will give to Israel, who will not be slaves
to God because that land will be a land of rest. These more subtle
elements can be lost in translation, which is more likely if you think
the literal contents are of primary importance than the other
elements which are only implied. Which is why it is said that all
translation is interpretation. The promise of land to Abraham had not
been forgotten by the Israelites in the wilderness, although their
expectations may have reached a very low point. They would be
told about their forefathers because ancestry, tradition and their
elders were part of their identity in a much more tangible way than
our identities are

.
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This expression “his land” also indicates that the writer is of the
opinion that Pharaoh thinks he owns the land and is in control of
everything. But he was about to nd out otherwise. When a king
has a land, he has so much more. He has responsibility and
accountability, but if he ignores these he will probably descend into
tyranny. Tyranny results in the destruction of the people, and the
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If translators get too involved in telling a story, it is easy to miss
some of the nuances in the language. A Rabbi pointed out that
wherever there is an anomaly in a text it should be looked at,
because there is a nuance in there somewhere which is suggestive
of different interpretation. But how to translate grammatical
anomalies! It can be really dif cult, if not impossible. An anomaly in
one language does not mean you can reproduce the anomaly in
another language

After the Israelites had left Egypt and they displeased God, he
threatened to wipe them out and start again with Moses. So Moses
told God that the surrounding nations might say he was unable to
deliver Israel if he wiped them out, so God could not afford to let the
surrounding nations think that he was playing their game, by giving
them that indulgence of seeing that he was unable to deliver his
people. Maybe this episode was the writer’s way of saying that, of
course, God could not wipe them out. The people, it seems had
their doubts, even though they never knew at the time that God had
had this conversation with Moses! They did wonder, when there
was a lack of food, and water seemed in short supply, whether God
had brought them out of Egypt to die in the wilderness. Maybe God
was testing Moses by offering to make a new people out of him and
his offspring. Maybe Moses saw that, and understood it. Maybe it
was a way of God saying he wants a sparring partner in his
relationship with people. Jacob wrestled with God all night, and God
seems to have loved it, because he renamed Jacob, Prince with
God. Is that to be interpreted as meaning life is there to be tackled,
grappled and wrestled with? Probably! Might this be one aspect of
the parable of the ten, ve and two talents? Trade and business
may be a metaphor for trading and investing in the deeper aspects
of life, sowing the metaphorical seeds and reaping the rewards

.
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Given that the importance of the literary gures is to carry the
writer's deeper meanings, perhaps you can have the deaths of the
rstborn, and maybe genocide, the slaughter of the innocents and
other such exaggerated events. The bigger the exaggeration the
more obviously one is meant to look behind the details. It is the
equivalent of “Once upon a time in a land far away …
The end of the story would be “… and they all lived happily ever
after.” But the entire history of Israel says this is not the way life
goes
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death of the rstborn might imply that. Not only does he lose his
people’s rstborn, but loses his own. After the fall of a tyrant, there
will be no successors of his to continue to rule. A people who
overthrow tyrants tend to dispense with the members of his dynasty

These writers knew how being tyrannical and obsessed was self
destructive. Sooner or later it will undo them and their family,
(particularly in Pharaoh’s case his rstborn who would have
inherited his father’s position) but tyrants just cannot let go. We all
nd it dif cult to let some things go. Sometimes we lose them
anyway, and sometimes afterwards we might even be pleased in a
strange way sort of way, but not always. One might acknowledge
that in the Bible there is more about human nature than God.
Perhaps the writers understood that we could do with all the insight
and wisdom we could nd
Translators deserve a lot of respect for their efforts. They are no
doubt aware of what is expected of them, just to add to their
dif culties. It is a virtually impossible task to get the Bible right.
Whatever getting the Bible right might mean! If their aim is to
transmit the stories as faithfully as they can, it is still up to the
reader to ponder what else might be there. A computer search of
the Hebrew text of the Bible has found 65,000 connections between
phrases and themes, and goodness knows how many combinations
of two or more of these one can make

.
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So back to whose land is it
We all inhabit a strange land of contrasts and contradictions.
Sometimes when we think we have grasped something about life,
we nd it has eluded us. At other times when we feel lost in this
land and without a map, then we nd where we are. Perhaps this is
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The book of Job is the same. Job 1 v1: There was a man in the land
of Uz, whose name was Job; and that man was perfect and upright,
and one that feared God, and eschewed evil
2 : And there were born unto him seven sons and three daughters
3: His substance also was seven thousand sheep, and three
thousand camels, and ve hundred yoke of oxen, and ve hundred
she asses, and a very great household; so that this man was the
greatest of all the men of the east.
The end of Job does not have … and they all lived happily ever
after

Disorientation can nudge us off course. But saying, turn right, and
when you get to the Red Sea, wait for the wind, then cross over,
and head towards Sinai, where you will nd instructions that will
ensure everything works; just doesn’t work
Geoff Walker

~ First steps towards re-opening the
church buildings
for the congregation and other users. ~
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Following the church meeting agreement in September, we have a
church Covid team (currently David and myself- others welcome)
and we have been gradually contacting groups who have
expressed interest in returning to use the church buildings

 


 


part of the beauty of Being in this sometimes inhospitable land.
Being in the midst of a pandemic feels like a strange land

The chairs in the small hall and chapel are all spaced at 2 m
intervals with a coloured spot on the oor to mark positions. The
different groups then have a clear easy guide to safe spacing
It has been good to put faces to names as we have greeted the
group leaders for several activities now. Playback ran a tentative
rst session in October, unsure whether they could gain enough
feedback from each other, with social distancing and masks, to
make the session worthwhile. We were glad to hear from them that
the day had been a success and they are going to continue
meeting
One of the ‘12 step’ groups has restarted successfully after due
discussion
All the group leaders we have met have been enthusiastic to follow
strict Covid guidelines Many have vulnerable people in their groups
who have been hesitant and there is always discussion about how
we can make things as safe as possible and keep activities
inclusive
One of the ways of doing this is to run zoom sessions at the church
while the face to face activity takes place and the church can offer
this because we have WiFi. A couple of the groups are about to try
‘blended’ sessions

.
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We held the rst ‘blended’ service at church on 10th October, when
David and I took the service with 6 of us in the Chapel and
everyone else ‘on Zoom’. For three of our members, who don’t use
Zoom, this was the rst opportunity for them to meet with the rest of
the congregation for over six months and it was good to hear that it
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When the group leaders have received and read the clutch of
emailed documents- 2 user advice documents, a booking form and
the rather daunting risk assessment/ risk management table- we
arrange a meeting at the church to walk the group leader through
the building, so they can see what needs to happen to keep the
building Covid secure and their group members safe

The user-group leaders and we, as the Union Chapel Covid team,
are watching the national guidelines and the local restrictions
closely and are aware that the situation is uid and currently
deteriorating. We feel that preparing the group leaders by
discussing the Covid secure provisions and how they impact each
group, enables the leader to inform their groups and make
appropriate decisions about whether and when it may be
appropriate to restart. This applies both to our existing independent
users and those who previously worked under the umbrella of O
and A who are now exploring the possibilities of booking directly
with us.
Looking ahead to the colder months, ventilation is going to pose
problems (because of rooms becoming unusably cold) and the use
of air puri ers may be a very practical way forward to allow smaller
rooms to be used safely for small groups
WiFi links may need strengthening if groups develop the potential
for blended sessions, to include those at home as well as those in
the church in the activity
We have the opportunity to use our buildings creatively and safely
both for us and our users and it is good to be starting this process

O and A
We received the news a few weeks ago that O and A are going to
close

.
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The organisation has enabled many people to gather for education
and companionship over the course of more than two decades and
it has been very closely involved with the church and its members
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felt like a service of worship, rather than an IT experiment, though of
course there are some issues still to address…

Margaret Garne

~ Minutes of Church Meeting 18/10/20 held
on Sunday 18th of October at 11.15am
(Zoom Meeting)
Present: Andy Howes, Alan and Margaret Redhouse, David and
Margaret Garner, Margaret Edmonds, Leonie Earnshaw, Brenda
Marston, Carole and Geoff Walker, Gwen Mattock, Enid and
Michael Welford, Lorna Richardson
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1. Apologies: Steve and Gwyneth Heritage Roberts, Beryl Dykes,
Rose Bell, Carmen Bowman, Monica Dixon
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Much more will be said in subsequent magazines, but it is important
now to mark the passing of this organisation with sorrow, yet
gratitude for all that O and A has achieved

2. Minutes of last meeting were approved. Any matters arising were
covered by the agenda. Next Church Meeting 15/11.
3. AOB: Situation regarding O and A noti ed by Brenda Marston
4. Deacons election results: David and Andy elected. Thanks to
Beryl for her contributions during her term of of ce as deacon
5. Harvest donation: Of cially it was harvest festival last Sunday,
when normally we would offer a donation. Agreed that Wood St
Mission are still supporting people in dif culties. Agreed we send a
donation from church funds, and a link will be sent with these
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minutes so that people can send individual donations if they wish.
6. Review of pastoral groups: These seem uneven in their
effectiveness, some working well, others less so. The church
WhatsApp group offers an additional way to keep in touch, and one
group has its own what’s app connection. Agreed to review again
7. Prayer diary: Gwen is awaiting topics for the next diary, both
personal and bigger issues for prayer. She would be happy for
offers to take over the task
8. Initial thoughts re: future use of buildings: Agreement that
we need to look outside the church community for someone to
organise the lettings, possibly under the umbrella of another
organisation. No decisions made at this point. Big topic and big
decision! Some groups have already started, but the rules keep
changing
9. AOB:
Responses to blended service. Despite small glitches in the
internet which may be xable, responses were favourable since it
means we are able to include Monica, Rose and Beryl in services.
Agreed to use the system again next time David and Margaret are
leading the service
O and A: Brenda reported that the trustees had all resigned, Doug
Macey and Judith Rack after waiting a long time for volunteers to
take their place. That left herself and one other trustee, so when the
other trustee resigned she had resigned herself; effectively O and A
has now ended after many years of success. Tutors will be able to
ask independently for room rental, but will be impacted by the
question of insurance etc. Basically watch this space

* https://www.woodstreetmission.org.uk/support-us/donate-money/

If you would like to comment on any of the articles in this magazine
and so start a discussion or if you would care to write an article for
us on a topic of your choosing such contributions would be
welcome. Please send them by email to alan.redhouse@virgin.net
or by post to The Editor, Christward, Union Chapel Fallow eld, 2b
Wellington Road, Fallow eld, Manchester, M14 6EQ
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Treasurer
David Garne ☎ 434 498
Deacons: Leonie Earnshaw David Garner, Nicola Hamilton, Brenda
Marston, Steve Roberts.

